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It 'is commonly held that numbers and number
expressions constitute the first universal language independent of
any natural language. No doubt has been cast on.the notion that
mother tongbe differences make no difference-in learning mathematics.
Because of its "universal" character, mathematics was chosen as the
subject to be investigated in thelEA,International Study of
Educational ichlevesent. A defect in this study,: homever, is the
failure to takeintc account the cultural background of the
participating countries. For eiample, the mathematical expression "2.
x 3" is believed by TEA /examiners to express.an identical concept
universally. However, it does not. In English g it.generally means "2
timeg 3,11' namely "3 + 3." In Japan, it means A2 no 3 bai," or "2 + 2
* 2:" That is,'the positions of the multiplier and the multiplicand
are reversed, because there is no equivalent way of expressing ,A
times B" in Japanese. when' the nusber system, ,pultiplication tables
and mathematical expressions -are thus considered, mathematics remain;
an artificial language,not fully inpendent of natural languages,
rather than the ideal medium modern science is searching for. The
results of the'lE1 test will reflect not only the degree of \ ,
achievement in sathesatics, but aiso features of tue examinee's Ofrrl
language and culture as a background. (Author/CLK)
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE MOTHER TONGUE ON ACHIEVEMENT IN MATHEMATICS f.

- A CONTRASTIVE STUDY OF ENGLISH AND JAPANESE -* '

Yasuteru Otani**
sCID

o
1 Perhaps it can be said that modern science is gradually shifting its medium

4.1 from natural languages to an artificial language more suitable for abstract and

T"4" independent reasoning. Presumibly, a typical exampleof such an artificial Ian-

.= guage is the system of mathematidal symbolism. It is commonly held that numbers

tAj and number expressions constitute the first universal language independent of any
natural language. In fact, no doubt has been cast on the notion that mother tongue
differences make no difference at all in learning mathematics.
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2 In 1964, the Cobncil of the International Project for the Evaluation of Edu-
cational Achievement (IEA) undertook the first large-scale cross-cultural,study of-
educational achievement in twelve countries.1) It was because of its "Universal"

character that mathematics was chosen as the subject to be investiga ed.2) The

primary purpose of theproject was to study the relationships betwee certai

variations of educational pradtice and educational achievement. dAnd a in r

sults of the study were.published in 1967.3)

These results are of particular interest in that at the 13-year level Japan
achieved the highest score under the most unfavorable educational conditions, '

whereas English-speaking countries obtained, much lower scores under far more fa-
vorable conditions, and the tables were turned at the level of 17-year-olds.

Oat on earth does. this mean?4) What are the.factors producing or associated

with, these outcomes? The IEA study mentioned social background, school organiza-
tion, curriculum, teacher competence, and so on, as principal factors which might

have affected students' achievement. Basically, howeyer, it could not supply a

satisfactory answer to the above questions.

A grave defect in this study is, it seems to me, the failure to take into

l's( account the cultural background of the participating countries. In other words,

wh'at preVented the results from being properly interpreted is the common belief

1!1\
that mathematics is "universal." In fact, it seems reasonable to assume that
mathematics remains an artificial language not fully independent of natural lan-

gUages, rather than the ideal medium modern science is searching for. Viewed
from this standpoint, the results of the IEA test are bound to reflect not only
the degree of achievement in mathematics, but also different features of the

-`1 examiner% own language and culture as a background. To give a simple illus-

LL tration, the mathematical expression "2 x 3,1 which if found in Test No. A. 6, #

IS, course,. believed by all theJEA examiners including representatives from f

Japan to express an identical concept across the world. The fact is, however,

that it expresses no one universal concept: thesoncept varies from country to

**Visiting scholar in thDepartmeni of English 1974-75 from St. Aridrew's Univer-

sity, Osaka, Japan.
*1 would like to express my deep gratitude to Dr. Clifford 0. Prator and Dr. Thomas

P. Gorsan, for their carefurreading of the manuscript and for their valuablecOm

'ments and suggestions'. 1 should also like to thank Professor Hiroma Ando for his
-generous help and guidance in the early stages of this study.
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country, In the English world, the expression generally means "2 times 3," namely
-3 + 3." In Japan, on the contrary, it means "2 no 3 bai,"5) which signifies "2 +
2 + 2.'6) .That is to say, the positions, of the'multiplier and, the multiplicand are
reversed, because there is no equivalent way 'of expressing' "A timli0" in Japanese.
This discrepancy-is obviously due fo-the fact that "universal" maillitmaties is, vi-
tally affected by the palivular features of a natural language.

Thus, it is probably only-in the light of fuith contrastive analysis of
these languages.that the resultS of/the IEA study c be more propeily interpreted.

3.1 The Number System

Itis assumed that the "number sense" is something innate and number is a
universal concept not necessarily related to .language. We must not, however, lose
sight of the fact that the number system we use today is one of a great many sys-
tdms, and that in one sense Chinese and Japanese have the most concise numerals
and the most rigid decimal system in the world.7) And there is no question that
these constitute the'distinct advantage both peoples enjoy in understanding nu-
meral 'concepts and mastering number skills. This is why they do not need to learn
addition and subtraction tables as European and American children 4o.

The number systems of European languages are far more complex than their,Ori-
ental counterparts. As is well known,*many languages exist which employ, a strange
mixture of the duodecimal and the vigesimal systems; together with the decimal sys-
tem. For example, the numeral representing 91 is "4 x 20 +11 (quatre-vingt-onze)"
in French, and "1 + 4 1/2 x 3P (en og halvfemsindstyve)" in Danish. And.it was .

the unfortunate results of this complexity that brought -the French some-years ago
to 'undertake a drive to adopt a concise "octante"-and'honanie-tor_80 and /90. in
English, too, the vigesimal expressions like "two score" and "three score and ten"
are not obsolete yet. In addition, the duodecimal system exemplified it; such ex-
pressions as "dozen," "gross," "inch," "foot" is still influential. The system of
weights and measures followed especially in English- speaking countries is generally
very different from the metric system. Needless to say, these different and un-
related units cannot fit in with modern mathematics, which is based on the rigid
decimal. system.

Another disadvantage English has in the number system is irregularity in the
numerals between 11 and 19. They do not follow the same system as other numbers:
"eleven;" "twelve" instead of "ten-one," "teIztwd";."thirteen" (3 + 10), "fourteen"
(4 + 10)- instead of "ten-three," "ten-fOur."°) These present a marked contrast to
Japanese which uses Ie lame System as the Arabic figures: "ju-ichi" (10 + "ju-
ni" (10 + 2) . -.. ."

Number is essentially an-organized system of thinking. And we cannot under=
estimate'the.influence of inconsistency in the number system on beginners in mathe-
matics, especially on their learning operations of addition and subtraction.10)

\3.2 Multiplication Tables r

Accoiding to my private questionnaire to over-five hundred American students
at UCLA, as mad as thirty-eight percent of them cannot recall the multiplication
tables. In Japan, however, more than ninety-nine percent of college studentS have

1
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a good command.of them.
ll Contrary to the popular view, this is primarily d

. .

the difference between the students' languages, not to d ferences in their a

Ales.
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In'short,Japanese numerals are, firstly, simpler'in 'their construction
erally one consonant + one vowel), secondly, able to be further simplified according
to the context, and thirdly,'able to be read making a variety of puns, owing to
the character of Japanese which abounds in homonyms. This is why telephone num-

bers and even big figures of national budgets are so easily memorized. European

visitors are often astonished to see Javnese secondary school' tudents answer
automatically the long figures for,f7WY,Ir, etc.12)

Likewise, Japanese multiplication tables are far easier to memorize and re-
cite than English ones.13) Japanese primary school pupils learn the complete mul-

tiplication tables in four or five weeks in their second grade. To meet the needs

of the dmodecima1,6r vigesimal system, European and American pupils need to master
up,to the' 1 -2's or even to the 20's, whereas their Japanese counterparts do not-need
to-learn beyond the 9's. It is needless-to say that mathematics is better learned
by understanding than by mere memorization. But it is also true that effective
skilt,in multiplication and division rests or(memorizing basic multiplication'facts.

Thus, we must recognize that the learning of'elementary mathematics, especially
the four fundamental operations of rational numbers, is affected by themother tongue
far more extensively than we have imagined. 'From this, we can safely predict that

China, which has similar ultural characteristics'to Japan, would have achieved one
of the highest scores, i4 she had joined the test...

.c)

4 Mathemati6t1 E

ft

:those are the advantages Japanese has iinpithematical operations. And this

is clearly proved by Table 1 of theJEA res044S, especially the extremely high
scores in arithmetic skills such as-"Baiic Akithmetic" and "Advanced Arithmetic."
But, in the matter of certain mathematical expressions, Japanese Is, on the other
hand seriously disadvantaged, Compare Japanese with English in the following,

expressions.

two over three or.two-thirds
2/3

3 bun no 2

.a - b = s 'a minus b divided by c is greater than or equal to d
a kara, b o c de watta (i.) mono o hiku ( - ) to, d yori

okii (,) ka hitoshii (x)

integral from a to b f of x

.

f(x) o a kara b made sekibun (integral)

We c read them in English in exact accordance with

but not in apanese. To read them Observing the Japan qq#

the symbols must be reverse& e.g., a, b, c, ; - d 1.1')

4

suru

the order of the symbols,
word, order, the order of
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In other words, the structure of mathematical expres0.onSNis,utterly foreign to
Japanese, and it can be inferred from this that mathematical'expressions are riot
.independent of nor neutral among natural languages. This is easily understood if
We recall the fact tpat current mathematical expressions were modeled in Europe on ,

European languages in the sixteens to the eighteenth centuries. As the expres-
sions become more complicated, this discrepancy between Japanese and the expres-
sions is aggravated, and it constitutes a serious obstacle fgr Japanese students
in the way of learning advanced mathematics. This results, in a definite gap be

ry
-

tween attainment in elementary and advanced mathematics which cannot be observed
in Eurqpean and American students. The IEA results show up the gap by the fast
that the Japanese students' score on ohlculus is one of the lowest among the
twelve countries.

Furthermore, in view of the above, it is also hardly surprising that achieve-
ment in mathematics Often shows a significant, correlation with, that in English at
the advanced level of Japanese secondary schools.

As can be seen from the above, it is imperative for the objective evaluation
of results to get beyond the limitation of the IEA.-Study, and seek rather to-
tap underlying cultural factors. COnsidered in thjs light, the results of the
,IEA test will be sure to betray their deeperi ications. And these findings
prompt the conjecture that mathematics, whi enjoys universality as the medium
of modern science and technology, does n deserve to claim a full exterritori-

,ality against natural languages.

FOOTNOTES

.

1. The coordination of'the project was carried mit from the UNESCOInstitute in
Hamburg. 7 i

c'.

2. Tdisten Husk', ed., international Study of Achievement in Mathematics: A Com-
parison of Twelve Countries (Stockholm: Almqvist 6 Wiksell, 1967), I, 34.

3. Some of the main results.of,tbq study are as fpllows:
.i

Table 1. 13- Year -Odds

Aus. Bel. Eng. Fin. Fra. Jag. Neih, Sco. liwe. U.S. Total

-Mean (70 items) 20.2 27.7 19.3 24.1 18.3 3q2 23.9 19.i 15.7 16.2 49.8

Hours of,mathe-
matics instruction
per week

i

.

5.1

-

4c6
,

4.0

....----

3.0

,-'>

4.4

, t
,

4.5

't7

4.0 4.6 3.8 4.6

.

Size of class 36
,

24 30
.

36 29 41' 25 30 26 29,'

'Public expen-

diture per pupil

($)

240 288 348 130 81 191 361 . '485 545

C

r
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Table 2. Mathematics Students in Final ,Secondary Year (17- Year -Olds)

Mein (69 items)

Aus. Bel. Eng'. Fin. Fra.
il

Ger. Isr. Jap. Neth. Sco. Swe, U.S. Total

21.6
L .

34.b
.

35.2 25.3 33.4

.

28.8 36.4

,

31.4 31.9' 25.5 _27.3 13.8 26.1

...

Hours of mathe-
atics instruction
per week

,6.9 7.4 4.4 4.0 8.9 4.2

.

5.0
,------------

5..-4 5.1 6.2
..
im 5.0

.

Size of class 22 19 12 .

4

23 26 14 20 41 19 21 21 21

Table 3. Estimate of Increase in Mathematics Performance-from 13-Year Olds to Terminal
Mathematics Students

Level of Aus. Bel. Eng. . Fin. Fra. Jap. Neth. Sco. Swe. U.S. Total'

performance
of 13-year-olds

-1.52 -1.22 -1.47, -1.33 -1.53 -0. -1..33 -1.53 -1.64 -1.69 -1.49

Level of Per- *

formance of
terminal math.
students

.

0.86- 1.66 1.61 1.28 j.63 1.55 1.53 1,18- 1.18 0.14

...

.

1.11.

Increase -in

evel 2.38 2.88 3.08 2.61 3.16 i.45. 2.86.

, -

2.71 '2.82 ,1.83
b
,.,2.60

'96

*Relative to grand mean and standard deviation1;iiiihal nonmathematics students.

- Ibid., I, 254, 277, F, 279% 11,-22, 24 & 30

4. The statement of Time reporting the results is interesting.

. .

"The''%! tests also undermined the conviction of American education that
betteN,iiaching lies in smallef classes." --Time, 17 March 1967.

.
. ,

iDid japan
\.,

achieve, the high score because of, or, in spite of, its large
classes?

5. -3 bai"means "3 times."
6.. Thus, the horizontal form ''2 x 3 = 6" is expressed in the vertical form as

tOrt

x2 in English and x3 in Japanese, respectively. ,

6 6 , .

'7. .Hisanosuke Izui, "Sushi rib Sekai (Numerals)," Gengo Seikatsu (Language and Life)
*(Tokyo: Chikuma Shobo), Nov. 1973, p. 17. -

6. In German, this irregularity continues endlessly beyond 20: einundzwanzig (1 + 20)

. . . neunhundertneunundneunzig 000.4, 9 + 90) . ;.:,,c. .
..

.

9. This-is-Why English-speaking peoples do not denotti4he numbers of years and
pages as (1914 - 8)'or pp. 112 -5, which are co ..10tJapanese. .

10. An obstacle Japanese beginneis n.countei, on ,hand,. concerns ,the

procedure for,separating figures. The figure, 'for example, is read
'It
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in Japanese as'"2 oku 3000 man," and atreasonable separation would be 2,3000,0000.
The figure, however, is usually separated based on European languages as 230;000,000,:
marking off thousands and millions, wh4Ch,is utterly foreign to Japanese.

11. My data reveal that American-born JapariOte whose mother,tongue-is practically
English do notmaster the multiplicatiOt facts as easily as native Japanese do.

12. J-2 1.41421356 ,

(hito yo hito yo ai . Night afteilnight . . .).

;17= 1.7320508 . . .

(hito nami ni ogore ya . . =°Treat me (to a drink as others do .)

7r= ,3.14159265 . . .

(san-ishi ikoku . = A doctor goes abroad : .)

And the Japanese\alphabet (i ro ha'ni ho he ,to . . .1) itself is a fine poem!
13. This is'also true of Chinese and Koreanmultiplicationtables. The first com-

plete Jitpanese multiplication tables publiihed in 970 were called "Kuchi Zusami" _

which means "reciting." And this p/esents a marked contrast to the "Pythagorean
Tables" which were supposeC(to be just looked at.

14. In fact, this kind of notation, in which operation symbols are placed, not be-
tween, but after_quantities, was advocated by J. Litkasiewicz, a Polish mathe-*

itatician, in 1951,. It is called the "reverse Polish notation" and has in.,
practice been adopted for use with electronic computing machines.
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